
xorlab Active Cloud Email Security
Smart email security that provides proactive protection
without external threat intelligence.

1. xorlab understands how your organization
communicates and establishes for every relationship a
baseline of what’s to be expected in which situation.
Hundreds of signals are extracted from everymessage
and the analysis result is comparedwith this context.
Cases with increased risk can be quarantined or delivered
with a warning.

2. xorlab helps you keep track of your attack surface. The
platform continuously identifies unnecessary attack
surface and helps you eliminate it without affecting
business operations.

3. xorlab classifies eachmessage based on its specific risk
in the context of your organization. Independent of
external threat intelligence data, xorlab achieves a high
hit rate for targeted and novel attacks, protecting you
from phishing, ransomware, and fraud.

4. xorlab uncovers threats that originate from
compromised insiders and business partners by detecting
changes in communication or user behavior.

5. xorlab automates the triage and response to internally
reported suspicious email and facilitates the elimination
of confirmed threats. The platform aggregates all
automatically detected and user-reported threats into a
single interface.

Email is themost widely usedmeans of communication
and at the same time the biggest gateway for cyber
attacks. Modern email attacks, in particular, are a
significant and growing problem for many enterprises.
Professional attackers send highly personalized
messages tailored to the context of the victim; hide
behind seemingly trustworthy senders; and assemble the
emails in a way that they usually have no known
malicious characteristics (such as file signatures or poor
sender and domain reputations).

Previous approaches, such as reputation scoring,
signature databases, URL proxying, or sandboxing, rarely
manage to fend off today’s professional attackers. The
main reason: it is relatively cheap for attackers to bypass
these approaches and the solutions that are based on
them. As a result, more andmoremalicious emails are
polluting employee inboxes, where they increase security
risk and cause significant overhead.

With skilled actors attacking youwith threats that are
tailored to the context of your organization and keep
changing shape, you need a solution that understands
this context and can adapt. You need smarter email
security.
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Less potential threats delivered

Less false positives and reduced
operational effort

Less effort per week thanks to
the automation of end-user
reporting processes

1. Provides protection against modern email
attacks. Stopsmalicious and unwanted emails
that other solutions cannot detect, especially
novel attacks that do not contain known
maliciousmarkers.

2. Increases efficiency. Employees receive
immediate assistance in case of suspicion and
security analysts benefit from data-driven
automation.

3. Increases security awareness throughout
the organization.By reporting suspicious
emails, everyone contributes to corporate
security. Case-specific feedback (which can be
automated) supports classic security
awareness programs.

Gains in efficiency for your
security teamwhen assessing
incidents

xorlab provides the solution

What you get—at a glance

Compared to professionally runMicrosoft Defender environments



xorlab Active Cloud Email Security

Unlike traditional solutions, xorlab does not need external threat intelligence data tomake decisions.
xorlab uses data extracted from themail flow history to better understand behavior and context of
communication. This results in strong protection that is tailored to your organization andworks
proactively. Communication data is stored and processed separately per customer.

xorlab integrates withMicrosoft 365 and GoogleWorkspace via API as well as SMTP connectors and
mail flow rules. More traditional environments can be integrated using SMTP.
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Example use cases

1. Identify unnecessary attack surface: Thanks to
insights from the email history, xorlab can tell you which
file types and cloud services are relevant and being used
in your organization.Who needs Dropbox?Who
receivesMSOffice files?Who needs to be allowed to
exchangemacro documents?

2. Eliminate attack surface: Exchanging files that
contain macros can be blocked altogether or only
allowed for a specific group of people. The necessary
rules are created and adjusted automatically.

3. Stop a targeted attack: The URL in the email points to
an unknown domain. The domain looks similar to that of
a supplier. The sender is completely unknown to the
organization. In such a case, the risk of an attack is likely
higher than the expected benefit of delivering the
message and it is quarantined. If necessary, the recipient
can view themessage in a secure environment.

4. Detect attacks from compromised partners:A
business partner's email contains a suspicious link. This
behavior does not match with what has been observed
from this sender in the past. The email is delivered with
a warning and the security team is notified.

5. Enhance security with data from email: In most
cases, an email is the first step in a later successful
attack. Use signals from suchmessages as first-sight
threat intelligence for XDR, Endpoint Protection or
Web Proxies.


